American Rescue Plan Passes Senate, Heads Back to
House
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he Senate passed the American Rescue Plan Act on Saturday following
more than 25 hours of amendment votes. The legislation advanced along
party lines 50-49. Vice President Kamala Harris was not required to cast the
tie-breaking vote because Sen. Dan Sullivan (R-Alaska) had returned home
for the funeral of his late father-in-law. The $1.9 trillion COVID relief bill now
heads back to the House of Representatives. The House will consider the Senate’s
amended version of the bill on Tuesday. Democrats aim to send the measure to
the President’s desk ahead of the March 14 expiration of supplemental jobless
benefits.
The Senate measure restricts eligibility for the $1,400 stimulus checks and
extends unemployment benefits at a lower level than that contained in the
House version of the bill. Like the House bill, the Senate bill includes $160
billion for vaccine and
testing programs and $350
billion for state and local
governments, with added
measures governing how
the state and local aid can
be spent. The bill does
Inside
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impacted by the pandemic. Hart Health Strategies Inc. has prepared a more detailed comparison of the health provisions in
the House- and Senate-passed American Rescue Plan which can be found as an appendix to this newsletter.
The Congressional Budget Office (CBO) estimated that the 10-year cost of the Senate bill was $1.863 trillion, within the
$1.889 trillion limit set by the budget resolution passed by Congress last month to kickstart the reconciliation process.
Most of the spending would come this year, with most remaining outlays coming in 2022. CBO also released its analysis
of the estimated budgetary effects of H.R. 1319, the American Rescue Plan Act of 2021, as engrossed by the House of
Representatives. The House-passed bill was estimated to exceed the budget resolution limit.

President Extends COVID National Emergency

P

resident Joe Biden has acted to extend the national emergency first declared on March 13, 2020 due to the COVID-19
pandemic and set to expire after one year. “The COVID-19 pandemic continues to cause significant risk to the public
health and safety of the Nation,” the declaration states, “It is essential to continue to combat and respond to COVID-19
with the full capacity and capability of the Federal Government.” This extension, which relates to the national disaster
declaration, is separate and distinct from the public health emergency declaration.

House Democratic Plan to Restore Earmarks

D

emocrats in the House of Representatives have unveiled a plan to restore earmarks, now termed “Community
Project Funding,” ending a decade-long ban on the practice. The proposal, which was released by Appropriations
Chairwoman Rosa DeLauro (D-Conn.), would allow the inclusion of money in annual spending bills to benefit specific
projects. The amount of money spent on earmarks would be capped at one percent of discretionary spending, lawmakers
would only be permitted to submit 10 project requests, at most, along with evidence to justify their requests from their
communities, and funds cannot flow to for-profit recipients. All requests would be posted online, with earmarks to be
audited by a federal watchdog. The House Transportation and Infrastructure Committee has already announced that
lawmakers will be allowed to include earmarks in the next highway bill. A hearing will be held in April for panel members
to discuss their policy priorities, ahead of the Sept. 30 deadline to pass surface transportation reauthorization legislation.
The Senate is still working on its own plan to revive congressionally-directed spending.

Select COVID Subcommittee to Investigate One Medical

T

he Select Subcommittee on the Coronavirus Crisis has launched an investigation into One Medical following
allegations that the company intentionally distributed coronavirus vaccines to ineligible individuals. Chairman Jim
Clyburn (D-S.C.) stated that he is “deeply concerned that medical providers’ refusal to adhere to vaccination prioritization
guidelines and the intentional diversion of doses to individuals in lower priority groups may cost more American lives
and delay or even derail containment of the virus across the country.” He requests documents and information from the
company by March 15, 2021.

Lawmakers Request Update to Ventilation Guidance

T

op congressional committee leaders in the House of Representatives have sent a letter urging the Biden administration
to update ventilation and respiratory protection guidance and standards to reduce aerosol transmission of COVID-19.
The lawmakers noted recent findings indicating that existing guidance may not be extensive enough to protect individuals
at greatest risk of exposure through aerosol transmission. The letter was sent by Education and Labor Chairman Bobby
Scott (D-Va.), Appropriations Chairwoman Rosa DeLauro (D-Conn.), Energy and Commerce Chairman Frank Pallone
(D-N.J.), and Select Subcommittee on the Coronavirus Chairman Jim Clyburn (D-S.C.) to the Centers for Disease Control
and Prevention (CDC) and the Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA). The members suggest that the
Defense Production Act (DPA) be invoked to address any potential shortages of respiratory protection.
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Biden Personnel Update

P

resident Joe Biden’s nominee to lead the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services (HHS) Xavier Becerra will
be considered by the full Senate after the Finance Committee split the vote along party lines on his nomination 14-14.
Given the split vote, Becerra’s nomination will now receive four hours of debate and will require a majority vote by the
Senate before proceeding for a final vote on the floor. During his confirmation hearing, Republican panel members raised
concerns about Becerra’s stance on abortion and his qualifications to lead the large health department.
The Biden administration announced last week that it has withdrawn the nomination of Neera Tanden to serve as director
of the Office of Management and Budget (OMB). Shalanda Young, nominee for OMB deputy director, is now under
consideration for the position.
While Janet Woodcock previously appeared to be a frontrunner for Commissioner of Food and Drugs, new reports
indicate that the administration has started to vet other candidates for the job. Woodcock has been at the Food and Drug
Administration (FDA) since 1986 and was selected to serve as acting commissioner at the start of the Biden administration.
She has faced criticism, however, from some congressional Democrats for her role in the approval of painkillers that led to
the opioid epidemic. Nevertheless, Woodcock would be expected to pick up support from Senate Republicans should she
be nominated.

GAO Report on Foreign Drug Inspections

T

he Government Accountability Office (GAO) released a new report last week finding that the COVID-19 pandemic
has significantly impacted the Food and Drug Administration’s (FDA) surveillance of foreign pharmaceutical
manufacturing facilities. The GAO found that the FDA missed 1,000 planned inspections in the year ending Sept. 30.
Approximately 40% of drug facilities for the U.S. are located in China or India, with 74% of facilities that make active
pharmaceutical ingredients (APIs) located abroad and 52% of those facilities that make finished drugs for the U.S. market
located in foreign countries. The report found that the FDA maintained its drug approval goals by relying on records
requests and drug sampling, but GAO states that these are not good substitutes for direct inspections. The report was
released ahead of a hearing in the House Appropriations Committee on the subject of foreign drug inspections scheduled
to take place on March 9.

Businesses Urge Extension of PPP

B

usiness groups are pressing the administration to extend the Paycheck Protection Program (PPP) beyond its scheduled
expiration on March 31. Hundreds of groups, led by the U.S. Chamber of Commerce, sent a letter to Senate leadership
requesting that lawmakers extend the PPP through 2021. The change does not qualify for inclusion in the ongoing
reconciliation process for the American Rescue Plan Act.

HRSA Updates COVID Uninsured Program

T

he Health Resources and Services Administration (HRSA) has updated its COVID-19 uninsured program to include
claims information related to vaccine administration. The program provides claims reimbursement to health care
providers for COVID-19 testing, treatment, and vaccination of uninsured individuals. According to the latest data,
HRSA has reimbursed over $2 billion in testing claims, $2 billion in treatment claims, and $750 thousand in vaccine
administration claims as of March 3, 2021.

CMS Releases Data on Latest SEP

T

he Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS) has released data on the 2021 Marketplace special enrollment
period (SEP), opened by the Biden administration in response to the ongoing pandemic. More than 206,000
Americans signed up for coverage in the first two weeks of the HealthCare.gov SEP, which launched on Feb. 15. CMS plans
to release a report on new plan selections for each month of the 2021 SEP, which ends on May 15. Additional details on the
new plan selections can be found in CMS’ fact sheet.
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Hart Health Strategies COVID-19 Resources
Hart Health Strategies Inc. continues to update the following resources related to the coronavirus pandemic. Please
remember to clear your cache to ensure you download the most recent documents.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Disaster Primer
Federal Relief Overview
Health Care Workers on the Front Lines
Hospice and Palliative Care
Nursing Resources
Personal Protective Equipment
Physician Provisions
Re-Opening America
Small Business Resources
Small Business - Paycheck Protection Program
Small Business – PPP FAQ
State Resources
Tax Provisions
Telehealth Overview
Testing
Vaccines

Upcoming Congressional Committee Activity
Senate HELP Committee hearing “Examining Our COVID-19 Response: An Update from the Frontlines;” 10:00 a.m.,
March 9
House Appropriations Subcommittee on Agriculture, Rural Development, Food and Drug Administration, and Related
Agencies hearing “FDA’s Foreign Drug Inspections Program;” 10:00 a.m., March 9
House Appropriations Subcommittee on Military Construction, Veterans Affairs, and Related Agencies hearing
“Challenges Facing Veterans in Accessing Fertility Services;” 10:00 a.m., March 9
House Science, Space, and Technology Committee markup of H.R. 144, the Supporting Early-Career Researchers Act;
10:00 a.m., March 9
House Small Business Committee hearing “The Next Steps for the Paycheck Protection Program;” 10:00 a.m., March 10
House Agriculture Committee hearing “A Look at Food Insecurity in America;” 9:00 a.m., March 11
House Appropriations Subcommittee on Departments of Labor, Health and Human Services, Education, and Related
Agencies hearing “COVID-19 and the Mental Health and Substance Use Crises;” 10:00 a.m., March 11
House Science, Space, and Technology Committee hearing “The Science Behind Impacts of the Climate Crisis;” 11:00
a.m., March 12
House Armed Services Committee hearing “Final Recommendations of the National Security Commission on Artificial
Intelligence;” 11:00 a.m., March 12
House Appropriations Subcommittee on Military Construction, Veterans Affairs, and Related Agencies hearing
“VA Specialty Healthcare: Oversight of Women’s Health, Mental Health, and Suicide Prevention, Whole Health and
Homelessness;” 11:30 a.m., March 12
House Veterans’ Affairs Subcommittee on Health hearing “Beyond Deborah Sampson: Improving Healthcare for
America’s Women Veterans in the 117th Congress;” 2:30 p.m., March 18
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H.Res.167 — Expressing support for the designation of the last day of February each year as “Rare Disease Day”;
Sponsor: Rep. Carson, Andre [D-IN-7]; Committees: House - Energy and Commerce
H.R.1391 — To direct the Secretary of Health and Human Services and other Federal officials to compile into a
searchable database information relating to Federal support for biomedical research and development related to
COVID-19, and for other purposes; Sponsor: Rep. Doggett, Lloyd [D-TX-35]; Committees: House - Energy and
Commerce; Armed Services; Veterans’ Affairs; Science, Space, and Technology; Judiciary; Ways and Means
H.R.1397 — To provide for strategies to increase access to telehealth under the Medicaid program and Children’s Health
Insurance Program, and for other purposes; Sponsor: Rep. Blunt Rochester, Lisa [D-DE-At Large]; Committees: House Energy and Commerce
H.R.1400 — To establish and support public awareness campaigns to address COVID-19-related health disparities and
promote vaccination; Sponsor: Rep. Cardenas, Tony [D-CA-29]; Committees: House - Energy and Commerce
H.R.1406 — To require the Secretary of Health and Human Services to collect, analyze, and report qualitative and
quantitative data on the use of telehealth during the COVID-19 public health emergency; Sponsor: Rep. Curtis, John R.
[R-UT-3]; Committees: House - Energy and Commerce; Ways and Means
H.R.1439 — To amend title XIX of the Social Security Act to provide for coverage under the Medicaid program of noninvasive prenatal genetic screening; Sponsor: Rep. Speier, Jackie [D-CA-14]; Committees: House - Energy and Commerce
H.R.1452 — To direct the Secretary of Health and Human Services to publish the formula the Secretary uses to
determine the allocation of COVID-19 vaccines, and for other purposes; Sponsor: Rep. Crenshaw, Dan [R-TX-2];
Committees: House - Energy and Commerce
H.R.1466 — To require the purchase by the Federal Government of certain medical supplies and protection equipment
from the United States, and for other purposes; Sponsor: Rep. McHenry, Patrick T. [R-NC-10]; Committees: House Armed Services; Homeland Security; Energy and Commerce; Veterans’ Affairs; Education and Labor; Ways and Means;
Natural Resources; Oversight and Reform
H.R.1473 — To require the Commissioner of Food and Drugs and the Director of the Centers for Disease Control
and Prevention to report to Congress all serious adverse events that are reported to such agencies in connection
with administration of a COVID-19 vaccine, and for other purposes; Sponsor: Rep. Steube, W. Gregory [R-FL-17];
Committees: House - Energy and Commerce
H.R.1474 — To amend the Public Health Service Act to authorize grants for training and support services for families
and unpaid caregivers of people living with Alzheimer’s disease or a related dementia; Sponsor: Rep. Waters, Maxine [DCA-43]; Committees: House - Energy and Commerce
H.R.1475 — To address mental health issues for youth, particularly youth of color, and for other purposes; Sponsor: Rep.
Watson Coleman, Bonnie [D-NJ-12]; Committees: House - Energy and Commerce
H.R.1476 — To authorize the Secretary of Veterans Affairs to make grants to State and local entities to carry out peer-topeer mental health programs; Sponsor: Rep. Zeldin, Lee M. [R-NY-1]; Committees: House - Veterans’ Affairs
S.499 — A bill to amend the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 to expand eligibility for the refundable credit for coverage
under a qualified health plan, to improve cost-sharing subsidies under the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act,
and for other purposes; Sponsor: Sen. Shaheen, Jeanne [D-NH]; Committees: Senate – Finance
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S.500 — A bill to prohibit the transfer or sale of certain consumer health information, and for other purposes; Sponsor:
Sen. Cassidy, Bill [R-LA]; Committees: Senate - Health, Education, Labor, and Pensions
S.509 — A bill to establish a program to assist States in establishing or enhancing community integration network
infrastructure for health and social services; Sponsor: Sen. Sullivan, Dan [R-AK]; Committees: Senate - Health,
Education, Labor, and Pensions
S.512 — A bill to require the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention to collect and report certain data concerning
COVID-19; Sponsor: Sen. Warren, Elizabeth [D-MA]; Committees: Senate - Health, Education, Labor, and Pensions
S.515 — A bill to authorize the Secretary of Health and Human Services to award grants to States and political
subdivisions of States to hire, employ, train and dispatch mental health professionals to respond in lieu of law
enforcement officers in emergencies involving one or more persons with a mental illness or an intellectual or
developmental disability, and for other purposes; Sponsor: Sen. Warren, Elizabeth [D-MA]; Committees: Senate Health, Education, Labor, and Pensions
H.R.1478 — To direct the Secretary of Health and Human Services to enter into an agreement with the National
Academy of Medicine under which the National Academy agrees to conduct a one-year study assessing the effectiveness
of current vital statistics reporting and data sharing between State, local, Tribal, and Federal agencies, and for other
purposes; Sponsor: Rep. Taylor, Van [R-TX-3]; Committees: House - Energy and Commerce
H.R.1480 — To require the Secretary of Health and Human Services to improve the detection, prevention, and treatment
of mental health issues among public safety officers, and for other purposes; Sponsor: Rep. Bera, Ami [D-CA-7];
Committees: House - Energy and Commerce; Science, Space, and Technology
H.R.1495 — To amend title XIX of the Social Security Act to provide coverage under the Medicaid program for services
for the treatment of psychiatric or substance use disorders furnished to certain individuals in an institution for mental
diseases, and for other purposes; Sponsor: Rep. Emmer, Tom [R-MN-6]; Committees: House - Energy and Commerce
H.R.1504 — To expedite the provision of humanitarian assistance, including life-saving medical care, to the people
of North Korea, and for other purposes; Sponsor: Rep. Levin, Andy [D-MI-9]; Committees: House - Foreign Affairs;
Financial Services
H.R.1510 — To direct the Secretary of Veterans Affairs to submit to Congress a report on the use of cameras in medical
centers of the Department of Veterans Affairs; Sponsor: Rep. McKinley, David B. [R-WV-1]; Committees: House Veterans’ Affairs
H.R.1512 — To build a clean and prosperous future by addressing the climate crisis, protecting the health and welfare
of all Americans, and putting the Nation on the path to a net-zero greenhouse gas economy by 2050, and for other
purposes; Sponsor: Rep. Pallone, Frank, Jr. [D-NJ-6]; Committees: House - Energy and Commerce; Transportation and
Infrastructure; Oversight and Reform; Education and Labor; Ways and Means; Natural Resources; Armed Services;
Foreign Affairs; Science, Space, and Technology; Intelligence (Permanent Select); Financial Services
H.R.1520 — To direct the Secretary of Veterans Affairs to establish a pilot program to provide veteran health savings
accounts to allow veterans to receive primary care furnished under non-Department direct primary care service
arrangements, and for other purposes; Sponsor: Rep. Roy, Chip [R-TX-21]; Committees: House - Veterans’ Affairs
S.544 — A bill to direct the Secretary of Veterans Affairs to designate one week each year as “Buddy Check Week” for the
purpose of outreach and education concerning peer wellness checks for veterans, and for other purposes; Sponsor: Sen.
Ernst, Joni [R-IA]; Committees: Senate - Veterans’ Affairs
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H.Res.185 — Expressing support for designation of March 3, 2021, as National Triple-Negative Breast Cancer Day;
Sponsor: Rep. Morelle, Joseph D. [D-NY-25]; Committees: House - Oversight and Reform
H.R.1534 — To prohibit the President and the Secretary of Health and Human Services from declaring certain
emergencies or disasters for the purpose of imposing gun control; Sponsor: Rep. Cloud, Michael [R-TX-27]; Committees:
House - Transportation and Infrastructure; Energy and Commerce
H.R.1538 — To amend the United States-Mexico Border Health Commission Act, with respect to preparedness for
COVID-19 and other infectious diseases in the border region, and for other purposes; Sponsor: Rep. Escobar, Veronica
[D-TX-16]; Committees: House - Energy and Commerce; Foreign Affairs
H.R.1544 — To authorize the Secretary of Health and Human Services, acting through the Director of the Center for
Mental Health Services of the Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services Administration, to award grants to facilitate
the funding of community-based mental health and substance use disorder services and peer support programs, and for
other purposes; Sponsor: Rep. Cardenas, Tony [D-CA-29]; Committees: House - Energy and Commerce
H.R.1550 — To amend the Public Health Service Act to provide for a public awareness campaign with respect to human
papillomavirus, and for other purposes; Sponsor: Rep. Castor, Kathy [D-FL-14]; Committees: House - Energy and
Commerce
H.R.1551 — To amend title XVIII of the Social Security Act to provide coverage of medical nutrition therapy services for
individuals with eating disorders under the Medicare program; Sponsor: Rep. Chu, Judy [D-CA-27]; Committees: House
- Energy and Commerce; Ways and Means
H.R.1553 — To provide for further comprehensive research at the National Institute of Neurological Disorders and
Stroke on unruptured intracranial aneurysms; Sponsor: Rep. Clarke, Yvette D. [D-NY-9]; Committees: House - Energy
and Commerce
H.R.1576 — To provide for a coordinated national research program to examine the nature, causes, consequences,
and prevention of violence and unintended injury and death relating to gun ownership, use, and trafficking, and for
other purposes; Sponsor: Rep. Johnson, Eddie Bernice [D-TX-30]; Committees: House - Judiciary; Science, Space, and
Technology; Energy and Commerce
H.R.1577 — To amend title XVIII of the Social Security Act to provide for the coordination of programs to prevent and
treat obesity, and for other purposes; Sponsor: Rep. Kind, Ron [D-WI-3]; Committees: House - Energy and Commerce;
Ways and Means
H.R.1580 — To amend title XVIII of the Social Security Act to permit the use of certain psychological evaluation via
telehealth for Medicare coverage of neurostimulation services for the treatment of chronic pain; Sponsor: Rep. Latta,
Robert E. [R-OH-5]; Committees: House - Energy and Commerce; Ways and Means
H.R.1583 — To fully fund the Prevention and Public Health Fund and reaffirm the importance of prevention in the
United States health care system; Sponsor: Rep. Matsui, Doris O. [D-CA-6]; Committees: House - Energy and Commerce
H.R.1585 — To amend title 38, United States Code, to provide for the treatment of veterans who participated in the
cleanup of Enewetak Atoll as radiation exposed veterans for purposes of the presumption of service-connection of certain
disabilities by the Secretary of Veterans Affairs; Sponsor: Rep. Meng, Grace [D-NY-6]; Committees: House - Veterans’
Affairs
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H.R.1587 — To provide certain coverage of audiologist services under the Medicare program, and for other purposes;
Sponsor: Rep. Rice, Tom [R-SC-7]; Committees: House - Energy and Commerce; Ways and Means
H.R.1591 — To establish the United States Chief Manufacturing Officer in the Executive Office of the President with the
responsibility of developing a National Manufacturing Strategy to revitalize the manufacturing sector, spur economic
growth, and expand United States competitiveness, and for other purposes; Sponsor: Rep. Ryan, Tim [D-OH-13];
Committees: House - Energy and Commerce
S.560 — A bill to improve coverage of maternal oral health care, and for other purposes; Sponsor: Sen. Stabenow, Debbie
[D-MI]; Committees: Senate – Finance
S.562 — A bill to amend the Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act with respect to citizen petitions; Sponsor: Sen.
Shaheen, Jeanne [D-NH]; Committees: Senate - Health, Education, Labor, and Pensions
S.565 — A bill to amend title 38, United States Code, to provide for the treatment of veterans who participated in the
cleanup of Enewetak Atoll as radiation-exposed veterans for purposes of the presumption of service-connection of certain
disabilities by the Secretary of Veterans Affairs, and for other purposes; Sponsor: Sen. Smith, Tina [D-MN]; Committees:
Senate - Veterans’ Affairs
S.571 — A bill to fully fund the Prevention and Public Health Fund and reaffirm the importance of prevention in the
United States healthcare system; Sponsor: Sen. Blumenthal, Richard [D-CT]; Committees: Senate - Health, Education,
Labor, and Pensions
S.578 — A bill to improve the health and safety of Americans living with food allergies and related disorders, including
potentially life-threatening anaphylaxis, food protein-induced enterocolitis syndrome, and eosinophilic gastrointestinal
diseases, and for other purposes; Sponsor: Sen. Scott, Tim [R-SC]; Introduced in the Senate, read twice, considered, read
the third time, and passed without amendment by Unanimous Consent.
S.579 — A bill to make a technical correction to the ALS Disability Insurance Access Act of 2019; Sponsor: Sen. Braun,
Mike [R-IN]; Introduced in the Senate, read twice, considered, read the third time, and passed without amendment by
Unanimous Consent.
S.581 — A bill to amend title XIX of the Social Security Act to improve access to adult vaccines under Medicaid; Sponsor:
Sen. Brown, Sherrod [D-OH]; Committees: Senate – Finance
S.584 — A bill to amend title XVIII of the Social Security Act to provide coverage of medical nutrition therapy services
for individuals with eating disorders under the Medicare program; Sponsor: Sen. Hassan, Margaret Wood [D-NH];
Committees: Senate – Finance
S.Res.95 — A resolution recognizing the disproportionate impact of COVID-19 on women and girls globally; Sponsor:
Sen. Booker, Cory A. [D-NJ]; Committees: Senate - Foreign Relations
S.586 — A bill to amend title XVIII of the Social Security Act to combat the opioid crisis by promoting access to nonopioid treatments in the hospital outpatient setting; Sponsor: Sen. Capito, Shelley Moore [R-WV]; Committees: Senate
– Finance
S.596 — A bill to amend title XVIII of the Social Security Act to provide for the coordination of programs to prevent and
treat obesity, and for other purposes; Sponsor: Sen. Carper, Thomas R. [D-DE]; Committees: Senate – Finance
S.602 — A bill to combat forced organ harvesting and trafficking in persons for purposes of the removal of organs, and
for other purposes; Sponsor: Sen. Cotton, Tom [R-AR]; Committees: Senate - Foreign Relations
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S.610 — A bill to address behavioral health and well-being among health care professionals; Sponsor: Sen. Kaine, Tim
[D-VA]; Committees: Senate - Health, Education, Labor, and Pensions
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